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Halolux Ceram by Osram

Halolux Ceram is the most advanced 
halogen lamp available.

Shown here with the B15d base.

2000 hour average rated life
Fused lamp with UV Stop
Bright white, high-quality halogen light
Dimmable from 0 - 100%
I.C.E. 432-2 allows this bulb to be operated in open fixture without the 
use of safety glass
75 Watt Bulb - 1100 Lumens
100 Watt Bulb - 1500 Lumens
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Halopin G9 by Osram

Halopin G9 bulbs by Osram are the first 
120 Volt Halogen capsules that are suitable 
for use in unshielded fixtures.

2000 hour average rated life
UV Stop quartz glass meets the most stringen UV protection thresholds
Bright white, high-quality halogen light
Dimmable from 0 - 100%
May be operated in unshielded fixtures 
Snap-in G9 base

The innovative Halopin G9 pinched quartz lamp structure eliminates arcing sources and creates 
a self-fusing lamp.  It combines a bright, compact source with UV-Stop quartz, which means 
the Halopin G9 allows small, sleek fixtures to be designed without the need for expensive 
transformers and heavy glass shields.

The “G9” is the base designation.  The new base is a simple snap in/pull out design that is 
perfect for getting lamps into and out of small fixtures.

The long life and energy efficiency of Halopin G9 lamps make them ideal for use in residential, 
commercial and industrial buildings.
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Halopar 16 Reflector Bulb by Osram

Halopar 16 lamps are ideal whereever 
transformers have been too costly to install 
or were not desirable for aesthetic reasons.

2000 hour average rated life
UV-Stop technology
No transformer required
Fully dimmable without the need for special dimmers
May be operated in unshielded fixtures 
Aluminum reflector
120 Volt operation 
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Halostar by Osram

Free-burning halogen lamps have given 
lighting designers new freedom thanks to 
their brilliant, highly focused and decorative 
light. IEC 60598-1 specifies shields for 
all low-voltage halogen lamps. Only low-
pressure halogen lamps may be used 
as free-burning lamps. With HALOSTAR 
STARLITE and HALOSTAR STANDARD you 
can have open halogen lighting systems 
and unshielded luminaires.

Extra long average life of 4000 hours
Low-pressure design to comply with IEC 60598-1
May be used in free-burning applications without a shield on the luminaire
Axial filament
UV-Filter
Complies with the strictest UV protection thresholds  
(Erythema, NIOSH)
Base pins plated with noble metal
Dimmable
Colour temperature 3000 K
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The secret of the innovative IRC halogen 
lamp from OSRAM lies in the principle 
of thermal recovery. The special infrared 
coating (IRC) on the bulb reflects the heat 
back to the filament, so the heat remains 
inside the lamp. This means that less energy 
is required to bring the filament up to its 
operating temperature. Luminous efficacy is 
increased as a result, and further improved 
by the xenon gas filling.

Halostar IRC by Osram

IRC: Technology makes the difference
IRC halogen lamps have been designed to meet the harsh conditions of commercial applications. 
They combine impressive economy and luminous intensity with excellent quality of light.

Cost savings of up to 65%
More than twice the lamp average life of standard halogen lamps - up to 5000 
hours
The luminous intensity and colour perception remain constant throughout the life 
of the lamp. 
Improved protection against bleaching in the UV range thanks to UV-FILTER 
quartz
Reduced thermal output thanks to the same amount of light from the lower 
wattages of the IRC energy savers, and therefore reduced air-conditioning costs

All the benefits at a glance
Higher luminous efficiency - Up to 33% with HALOSTAR IRC
Lower power consumption - Up to 20% with HALOSTAR IRC
Lower thermal output
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LUMILUX T5
Innovative technology: 2-in-1 architecture
 
T5 fluorescent lamps with a tube diameter 
of just 16 mm enable space-saving 
luminaires to be made even more compact 
than with the old “standard lamps” with 
their tube diameter of 26 mm. LUMILUX 
T5 from OSRAM combine the benefits of 
compact T5 design with innovative LUMILUX 
technology.

LUMILUX T5 FC FLUORESCENT CIRCLINE
 by Osram

LUMILUX T5 FC (“Fluorescent Circline”)

50% more light than comparable ring fluorescent lamps
Good colour rendering (Ra 80-89) thanks to three-band phosphors over the 
entire colour spectrum
Light colours 3500, 4000 and 6500 K
Average life of 16000 hours
Maximum luminous flux at an ambient temperature of 25 to 30°
Reduced lamp diameter enables the luminaires to be made much smaller
Up to 10% higher luminaire efficiency because the temperature for optimum 
luminous flux has been raised to 30°C and because of the smaller tube 
diameter
For particularly low-profile luminaires
Gentle energy-saving operation thanks to the cut-off ECG
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